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EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Motivation

In the last couple of years, there has been renewed interest in systematic methods for the
construction of Prolog programs, for example (Gegg-Harrison, 1995), (Kirschenbaum et
al., 1996), (Sterling and Yalçinalp, 1996), and (Vasconcelos and Fuchs, 1995). This paper
loosely characterises the progression of approaches that have been offered for systematic
construction of logic (usually Prolog) programs. There is a trade-off between what is
accessible for practical programmers and what is clearly explained in theory.

We claim that both audiences can be addressed through stepwise enhancement. The method
can be explained directly in term of programming techniques applied to simple programs,
and also given a solid theoretical founding in terms of higher order functions. We review
stepwise enhancement, sketch how to capture an enhancement as a higher order function
adapted from foldr, and then sketch how individual enhancements are specializations of
the particular foldr predicate. Our work generalises some of the new ideas on shape and
shape grammars being discussed in the functional programming community (Jay and
Cockett, 1994), (Bellé et al., 1996).

What are the approaches to developing Prolog programs?

1. The early approach, characterised by ‘Programming in Prolog’ (Clocksin and Mellish,
1981) and  ‘How to Solve it in Prolog’ (Coelho et al., 1982) was completely ad hoc.
Prolog was a declarative language and it was easier/fun/exciting for many researchers to
code in a declarative style. The approach did not lead to systematic Prolog training nor
encourage high productivity.

 
2. Another approach is based on structural induction. Anyone who programs in a logic

language notices that code manipulating lists typically has a similar, recursive structure.
It is well known that recursion in programming languages is related to proofs by
induction in mathematics. This observation can lead to a systematic approach where
logic programs are developed along with structural induction proofs of correctness. A
coherent account of structural induction as the basis for systematic logic program
construction is given in (Deville, 1990). It is not clear how well Deville’s approach
scales nor how easy it is for the non-mathematically inclined to master.

 
3. An approach advocated for teaching Prolog has been to use templates or schemas.

Students are invited to ‘fill in the blanks’. The blanks can be thought of as higher-order
predicates. Advocates of schemas are O’Keefe (1990) and Gegg-Harrison (1991).
Schemas have not been widely adapted, due partly to the fact that those who grasped



Prolog programming didn’t need them, and those that didn’t  had an extra level of
complexity to learn, the language that the schemas were expressed in.

 
4. The recent work by Fuchs and colleagues (Fuchs and Fromherz, 1991), (Vasconcelos

and Fuchs, 1995) attempts to combine the previous two approaches. A logical
specification is (somehow) arrived at, and then schemas are used to guide the
transformation of the specification to a program.

 
5. Stepwise enhancement (Lakhotia, 1989), (Sterling and Kirschenbaum, 1993), and

(Sterling and Shapiro, 1994) was introduced by Sterling and colleagues in an attempt to
simplify the teaching of complicated Prolog programs. Rather than have to explain
higher order concepts, programmers and novices were taught programming techniques
which at all times manipulated concrete Prolog programs. Naish (1996) discussed how
the basic operation in stepwise enhancement, applying a technique to a skeleton, could
better be explained by higher order predicates.

This paper continues the discussion between the authors on how best to characterise
stepwise enhancement. The current work was sparked by the challenge to use the higher
order approach to explain a ‘complicated’ program, the rule interpreter described in Section
17.4 of the second edition of ‘The Art of Prolog’ (Sterling and Shapiro, 1994). In
explaining the program, a new method was formulated the final program is built around an
output type rather than an input type. The exact characterisation of the new method is in
progress and will be included in later versions of the paper. But what also emerged was a
better understanding of how types can drive program development, and how Naish and
Sterling’s views of systematic program construction via stepwise enhancement are
complementary. The work relates to recent, exciting work in the functional programming
community concerning shape, which sets our views on program development in a broader
context and also suggests that logic program development is more general. This paper
presents the dual view of viewing stepwise enhancement.

Stepwise Enhancement for Prolog Program Construction

The method of stepwise enhancement  (Lakhotia, 1989) was originally conceived as an
adaptation of stepwise refinement to Prolog. It was advocated as a way to systematically
construct Prolog programs which exploiting Prolog's high-level features. The key idea
underlying stepwise enhancement is to visualize a program or solution in terms of its
central control flow, or skeleton, and techniques  which perform computations while the
control flow of the skeleton is followed. Techniques can be developed independently and
combined automatically using the method of composition.

The most common data structure for logic programs is the list, and many programs are
based on skeletons for traversing lists. A tutorial example of using stepwise enhancement
to develop a simple program is given in Chapter 13 of (Sterling and Shapiro, 1994). In this
section we give the basic list processing program as Program 1 for reference, and a
(slightly) more elaborate example with binary trees.

is_list([]).
is_list([X|Xs]) :- is_list(Xs).

Program 1    A skeletons for traversing a list and type definition of lists

Programs 2a and 2b are skeleton programs for traversing binary trees with values only at
leaf nodes. Program 2a, the left-hand program, does a complete traversal of the tree, while



Program 2b, the right-hand program, traverses a single branch of the tree. Note that
Program 2a can be viewed as a type definition of trees.

is_tree(leaf(X)). branch(leaf(X)).
is_tree(tree(L,R)) :- branch(tree(L,R)) :- branch(L).

         is_tree(L), branch(tree(L,R)) :- branch(R).
         is_tree(R).

Programs 2a and 2b    Skeletons for traversing a tree

Techniques capture basic Prolog programming practices, such as building a data structure or
performing calculations in recursive code. Informally, a programming technique interleaves
some additional computation around the control flow of a skeleton program. The additional
computation might calculate a value or produce a side effect such as screen output.
Syntactically, techniques may rename predicates, add arguments to predicates, add goals to
clauses, and/or add clauses to programs. Unlike skeletons, techniques are not programs but
can be conceived as a family of operations that can be applied to a program to produce a
program.

A technique applied to a skeleton yields an enhancement. An enhancement which preserves
the computational behavior of the skeleton is called an extension.

We give examples of techniques. The two most commonly used techniques are the calculate
and build techniques. They both compute something, a value or a data structure, while
following the control flow of the skeleton. An extra argument is added to the defining
predicate in the skeleton, and an extra goal is added to the body of each recursive clause. In the
case of the calculate technique, the added goal is an arithmetic calculation; in the case of the
build technique, the goal builds a data structure. In both cases, the added goal relates the extra
argument in the head of the clause to the extra argument(s) in the body of the clause.

Two typical examples of the application of the calculate technique are given as Programs 3a
and 3b. Both are extensions of Program 2a which traverses a binary tree with values at its
leaves. The left-hand program (3a) computes the product of the value of the leaves of the trees.
The extra argument in the base case is the value of the leaf node. In the recursive case, the
extra goal says that the product of a tree is the product of its left subtree and its right subtree.
The predicate is_tree has been renamed to prod_leaves. The right-hand program (3b),
which computes the sum of the leaves, is very similar, the only difference being choice of
names and the extra goal.

prod_leaves(leaf(X),X). sum_leaves(leaf(X),X).
prod_leaves(tree(L,R),Prod) :- sum_leaves(tree(L,R),Sum) :-
     prod_leaves(L,LProd),      sum_leaves(L,LSum),
     prod_leaves(R,RProd),      sum_leaves(R,RSum),
     Prod is LProd*RProd.      Sum is LSum+RSum.

Programs 3a and 3b Extensions of Program 2a using calculate

Two enhancements of the same skeleton share computational behavior. They can be
combined into a single program which combines the functionality of each separate
enhancement. Techniques can be developed independently and subsequently combined
automatically. The (syntactic) operation for combining enhancements is called composition.
This is similar in intent to function composition where the functionality of separate



functions are combined into a single function. Program 4 is the result of the composition of
Programs 3a and 3b.

prod_sum_leaves(leaf(X),X,X).
prod_sum_leaves(tree(L,R),Prod,Sum) :-
     prod_sum_leaves(L,LProd,LSum), 
     prod_sum_leaves(R,RProd,RSum), 
     Prod is LProd*RProd,

Sum is LSum+RSum. .

Program 4 The composition of two extensions

A different programming technique uses accumulators. The accumulator-calculate technique
adds two arguments to the defining predicate in the skeleton to allow for global variables in
a program. The first argument is used to record the current value of the variable in question
and the second contains the final result of the computation. The base case relates the input
and output arguments, often via unification. One difference between calculate and
accumulate-calculate is in the need to add an auxiliary predicate. Another is that goals and
initial values need to be placed differently.

Program 5 shows the result of applying the accumulate-calculate technique to the tree
traversal program, Program 2a. It computes the sum of the leaves of a binary tree and is
comparable to Program 3b. In general, programs written with accumulator techniques will
run more efficiently than the equivalent program written with calculate and build
techniques, due to the way tail recursion is implemented in Prolog.

sum_leaves(Tree,Sum) :- accum_sum_leaves(Tree,0,Sum).

accum_sum_leaves(leaf(X),Accum,Sum) :- Sum is Accum + X.
accum_sum_leaves(tree(L,R),Accum,Sum) :- 

      accum_sum_leaves(L,Accum,Accum1),
     accum_sum_leaves(R,Accum1,Sum).

Program 5 Extension of Program 2a using accumulate-calculate

Program 6 is an example of the application of the accumulate-build technique, also applied
to Program 1a. traversal builds a traversal of the leaves of the tree. There is no explicit
arithmetic calculation, rather lists built by unification in the base clause. There is one trick
here. Accumulators build structures in reverse order and hence the right subtree is traversed
before the left subtree in order to have the final list in the correct order.

traversal(Tree,Xs) :- accum_leaves(Tree,[],Sum).

accum_leaves(leaf(X),Accum,[X|Accum]).
accum_leaves(tree(L,R),Accum,Xs) :- 

     accum_leaves(R,Accum,Accum1),
    accum_leaves(L,Accum1,Sum),

Program 6 Extension of Program 2a using accumulate-build

The skeletons and techniques presented in this paper are all taken from Prolog, but
stepwise enhancement is equally applicable to other logic programming languages, as
discussed in Kirschenbaum, Michaylov and Sterling (1996). They claim that skeletons and
techniques should be identified when a language is first used, in order to encourage



systematic, effective program development. This learning approach should be stressed
during teaching. They show that the skeletons and techniques for Prolog can be extended to
constraint logic programming languages, notably CLP(R), concurrent logic programming
languages such as Flat Concurrent Prolog and Strand, and higher order logic program
languages, in particular λ-Prolog.

A Higher Order View of Programming Techniques

Naish (1996) argued for a higher order approach to programming in Prolog, based on
similar techniques which are widely used in functional programming.  One of the key steps
in this approach is to develop suitable higher order predicates which can be used for a
whole class of computations over a particular data structure.  Modern functional
languages have certain data types and higher order functions built in. For example, the
polymorphic type list(T) and higher order function  foldr which generalises the
common simple recursion used to compute a value from a list.  Program 7 demonstrates the
use of foldr using Prolog syntax in the style of (Naish, 1996).

:- type list(T) ---> [] ; [T|list(T)].

foldr(F, B, [], B).
foldr(F, B, [A|As], R) :-
    foldr(F, B, As, R1),
    apply4(F, A, R1, R).

sum(As, S) :- foldr(plus, 0, As, S).
product(As, P) :- foldr(times, 1, As, P).
length(As, L) :- foldr(add1, 0, As, L).
add1(_, TailLen, Len) :- Len is TailLen + 1.

Program 7 Using foldr

In addition to the input list and result foldr has two other arguments.  One is the base
case: what to return when the end of the list is reached.  The other is a function -- a
predicate in the Prolog context. The predicate takes the head of a list and the result of
folding the tail of a list to give the result of folding the whole list. Apply/3 and
apply4/4 are similar to the call/N family: the first argument (a predicate) is called with
the additional arguments added. For example, apply4(plus, A, R1, R) is
equivalent to plus(A, R1, R), which is true if A+R1=R.

Examples in (Naish, 1996) show how foldr can be used to compute both the sum
and product in a single pass by using a pair of numbers for the base case, intermediate
results and final answer. These higher order definitions can be optimised very
effectively using a partial evaluator such as Mixtus (Sahlin, 1993). Further examples are
given to show how predicates which are analogous to foldr can be constructed.

Incorporating shape

Recent work on shape (Jay and Cockett, 1994), (Bellé et al., 1996) has formalised
how many data types have certain higher order functions naturally associated with them.
For example, map takes a list and produces another list of the same length.  The shape of
the output, the list structure, is the same as the shape of the input and the elements of the



lists are related by the function map applies.  The idea of map can be applied to any
algebraic type such as lists and trees, and also arrays and matrices.  A generic version of
map applied to a binary tree will produce a binary tree of the same shape where the
elements of the trees are related by the function map.

Similarly, foldr can be generalised to any algebraic type. For lists, a call to foldr
specifies two things: what should be returned for the empty list, and what should be
returned for a non-empty list, given the head and the result of folding the tail. For a general
algebraic type we need to specify what should be returned for each constructor in the type,
given the arguments of the constructor corresponding to type parameters and the result of
folding the arguments which correspond to a concrete type (generally the type being
defined recursively).

Consider the prod_leaves example given earlier as Program 3a.  The overall operation
is to fold a tree into a single number.  We need to define the results of folding terms of the
form leaf(X) and tree(L,R), given the folded versions of L and R.

Reconstructing the predicate is_tree as a definition of the type bt(T) and using the
approach of (Naish, 1996) we arrive at the following definition of foldr for this tree
type, and corresponding definitions of prod_leaves and sum_leaves. In (Naish,
1996) it was assumed that foldr_bt would be written by a programmer who has the
required degree of insight.  It is now clear that this predicate can be generated    automatically    
from a definition of the type.

:- type bt(T) ---> leaf(T) ; tree(bt(T),bt(B)).

foldr_bt(TreeP, LeafP, leaf(X), Folded) :-
apply(LeafP, X, Folded).

foldr_bt(TreeP, LeafP, tree(L, R), Folded) :-
foldr_bt(TreeP, LeafP, L, FoldedL),
foldr_bt(TreeP, LeafP, R, FoldedR),
apply4(TreeP, FoldedL, FoldedR, Folded).

prod_leaves(T, P) :-
foldr_bt(times, =, T, P).

sum_leaves(T, P) :-
foldr_bt(plus, =, T, P).

Program 8 Extensions of Program 2a using foldr

‘You’ll take the high road and I’ll take the low road’

The previous work of the authors sketched above can be seen as taking two different roads
for program development starting from the same place (a type definition) and arriving at the
same destination (the enhanced program), as shown in Figure 1.

Sterling suggested the    low road     in Figure 1, going from the type to the enhancement via the
skeleton. To explain how to travel the low road is simple and does not require very abstract
thinking or complex software tools. Such an approach to systematic program construction
may be favoured by many programmers.



Naish suggested the     high road     in Figure 1, applying foldr to the type definition,
instantiating the result and then optimising, for example using a partial evaluator. The
additional abstraction and concentration on semantics rather than syntax may be favoured
by more experienced programmers using more advanced programming environments.

    high road    

t y p e foldr foldr instance

optimize

skeleton enhancement

   low road    

Figure 1: Two roads for enhancement

To take the high road, as charted by functional programmers, we start with an algebraic
type, automatically obtain a version of foldr and obtain a particular instance by supplying
the appropriate functions as arguments.

There is a very simple mapping between algebraic types and a class of logic programs
called RUL programs (Gallagher, 1996). RUL programs only have unary predicates.  The
argument of each clause head has the top level functor instantiated but all subterms are
unique variables.  Clause heads are mutually non-unifiable. The arguments of all calls are
variables which occur in the head and nowhere else in the body. Examples of RUL
programs are is_list (Program 1) and is_tree (Program 2a).

The functional view corresponds exactly to starting with a skeleton which is an RUL
program and enhancing it with predicates which behave as functions, that is, they are
deterministic and always succeed. The theory of functional programming can be used to
prove results concerning composition of enhancements, for example, and generally give a
theoretical justification for the idea of enhancement.

Having found a class of programs for which the high and low roads are equivalent, we can
see several ways to generalise both.  The low road can have improved handling of non-
recursive clauses and more flexible skeletons.  The high road can be made more flexible by
eliminating the type, mode and determinism restrictions inherited from functional
programming.

The high road suggests a more general approach to enhancements. From a given RUL
program, the corresponding version of foldr will have an operation specified for each
clause.  Hence enhancements should allow an extra call per clause (not just each recursive
clause).  An example is summing the squares of the numbers in the leaves of a tree. RUL
programs correspond to monomorphic types.  The most direct polymorphic type definitions
can be converted into Prolog using higher order skeletons.

The low road also suggests a more general approach to types and higher order operations.
Enhancements may be nondeterministic or fail and the skeleton does not have to be an RUL



program.  Examples of nondeterministic higher order predicates not based on algebraic
types are given in (Sterling and Yalçinalp, 1996) and (Naish, 1996).  Such predicates can
be generated automatically by generalising the transformation which takes an RUL program
(or the equivalent algebraic type) and produces a foldr predicate.

The branch/1 code (Program 2b) can be used to automatically produce the following
nondeterministic analogue of foldr.  We give an example of its use in Program 9 to calculate
the stack depth used by a tail-recursive implementation of is_tree and similar predicates.

foldr_b(FL, FR, B, leaf(X), V) :-
    apply(B, X, V).
foldr_b(FL, FR, B, t(L,R), V) :-
    foldr_b(FL, FR, B, L, V1),
    apply(FL, V1, V).
foldr_b(FL, FR, B, t(L,R), V) :-
    foldr_b(FL, FR, B, R, V2),
    apply(FR, V2, V).

left_depth(T, D) :- % #left links to leaf
    foldr_b(plus(1), =, const(0), T, D).

const(X, _, X).

Program 9 foldr for nondeterministic code

Higher order predicates can also be used in different modes.  An instance of foldr_bt
which produces the list of all leaves can be run in reverse to nondeterministically build a
tree from a list (given a suitable execution order).  Similarly, a type corresponding to a
proof tree can yield a version of foldr and an instance of this can be used in reverse as a
meta-interpreter.

Finally, it is not obvious from the work on shape and polytypism how (the generally more
efficient) foldl can be generalised.  From the work on stepwise enhancement it is clear
that accumulator techniques are exactly what is required.

Defining classes of skeletons and enhancements which lead to particular properties, for
example, concerning composition is an area for further research.  It may be easiest to do
this by analysing the properties of foldr.

Another way in which the low road (and logic programming in general) can contribute to
the high road is examination of other techniques and how they correspond to other higher
order functions.  Of particular interest is generalised versions of foldl, which abstracts
the use of accumulators in tail-recursive list predicates such as in Programs 5 and 6.  The
work on shape has not yet resulted in ways of generalising foldl to other algebraic types.
We have devised a way to generalise foldl by using logic variables and complex modes.
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